
2019-00185861

Reporting Officer ID:

Location:
Case Number:

Disposition Date: 06/11/2019
Disposition: Cleared - NFA
Occurred Thru: 06/11/2019 21:33
Occurred From: 06/11/2019 19:22
Incident Type: Disorderly

Reported Date: 06/11/2019 19:22 Tuesday

Case

No. Role Vehicle Type Year Make Model Color License Plate State

Date Code Type Make Model Description Tag No. Item No.
06/19/2019 * Evidence (not 

drugs)
_Evidence-Other MH1 - CD of 4 911 calls made by 

 on 6/11/2019
47426 1

Arrest No. Name Address Date/Time Type Age

15788 A   06/11/2019 20:20 At Scene Custody Arrest

Vehicles

Property

Arrests

Offenses

No. Group/ORI Crime Code Statute Description Counts
1 State    240  165.570 Improper Use of 911 3
2 State    240  162.247 Interfere W/Police Officer 1
3 State    240  162.315 Resisting Arrest 1

Subjects

Type No. Name Address Phone Race Sex DOB/Age
3 Witness 1

Arrestee 1

Contacted 1   

Contacted 2
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Supervisor Date: 
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Reporting Officer Date: 
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

000 Case Report

Disorderly6/11/2019 7:22 PM

2019-00185861

06/11/2019 19:22 06/11/2019 21:33 Bend

XX

165.570
Improper Use of 9113 Committed
162.247
Interfere W/Police Officer1 Committed
162.315
Resisting Arrest1 Committed

Arrestee

    

  Contacted

--

X
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

Date: 06/11/2019

Attachments:

1. Deschutes County Adult Jail Custody Intake Form (1 page)

Summary of Charges:

1. Improper use of emergency communications system, Misdemeanor (3 Counts) -  
 called 911, on her cell phone, three more times after I warned her not to.

2. Interfering with a peace officer or parole and probation officer, Misdemeanor (1 Count) - 
 continuously attempted to use herself as a barricade to prohibit me 

from enforcing a child pickup ordered by Deschutes County court. attempted several 
times to lock gates and close doors that wouldn't have enabled me to locate her daughter, 

  who was the subject of the child pickup order.

 

3. Resisting arrest, Misdemeanor (1 Count) -  attempted to resist 
arrest by pulling her arms, body, and legs away from me as I was attempting to handcuff her. 

Summary Narrative:

2019-00185861
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

On 06/11/2019, I was dispatched to enforce a court ordered child pickup, located at  
 in Bend. I was ordered to remove   from the custody of her mother, 

, and drop her off to the custody of her father, .  
 

Immediately upon arrival to the  residence,  and I were confronted by 
 at the front gate. I informed  that I had a court order to remove  from her custody 

and the property.  attempted multiple times to block me, with her body, as I attempted to walk 
to the house to look for   told me I could not be on her property without a warrant and 
made several threats that she would “do something” to me if I didn't leave.

While I was looking for ,  called 911 to report I was on her property illegally. I again told 
 I had a court order and I warned  not to call 911 again,  called 911 three 

more times.

Due to the fact that  repeatedly tried to block my path of travel, and dialed 911 after my 
warning not to do so, I placed her under arrest for the crimes of interfering with a Police Officer and 
Improper use of 911. As I was attempting to place  under physical custody, she resisted my 
arrest by pulling her arms away from me, kicking her legs, and twisting her body away from me.

As I was leaving the property, I saw  riding her bike on  road. After several minutes, 
was compliant and got into  patrol vehicle and was transported by him (  

) to her father house, located at  in Bend. See  
supplemental report for details.  

I transported  to the Deschutes County Adult. I charged  for interfering, misuse of 911 
and resisting arrest.

More detailed report to follow.
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

End of Summary Report  
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

000 Arrest Report

06/11/2019 At Scene Custody Arrest

Bend OR

Adult

Committed3

Committed1

Committed1

2019-00185861

165.570
Improper Use of 911
162.247
Interfere W/Police Officer
162.315
Resisting Arrest
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000a Booking Sheet
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

001 Supplemental Report

6/11/2019 7:22 PM

 arrest/ Use of Force

2019-00185861

XX

3 Witness

    

Contacted

    

X
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

Attachments:

none

Narrative:

On the evening of June 11, 2019 I accompanied Sheriff's Office Deputy,  with a civil 
"child pickup' order signed earlier that day by Deschutes County Circuit Court.  and I were 
to pick up      from her mother's (  
residence at .  was then to be turned over to her father,  who 
was residing in Bend, OR. Due to numerous prior uncooperative Law Enforcement contacts with 

 I offered to assist Dep  with the child pick up order.

Upon our first arrival, drive way was blocked by 2 swinging metal gates. There was a small 
metal chain that loosely held the otherwise free swinging gates closed. There were no "No 
Trespassing" signs displayed that I could observe.

As Dep.  and I opened the gate and proceeded to drive up the driveway, we were met 1/2 way 
by  who was agitated from the onset. Dep.  made first contact with her as I was 
getting out of my car. I heard  cursing at Dep.  and demanding to see a search warrant. 
Dep  and I tried to explain to  that we were at her residence due to a court order to pick 
up  and turn her over to her father. She was told we did not have the authority to override the court 
order, and she would have to take up her objections with the court.

continued to curse at us and physically blocked our way with her body during our attempt to 
approach the house.  approached me and also asked for our warrant 
and questioned our authority to be on the property. I tried to explain to  the court order signed 
by a judge that gave us the authority to be there, but  kept asking me the same questions 
repeatedly.  who was calm compared to , only shrugged his shoulders when I asked him 
to try and calm  down so that the situation did not escalate further.

Dep.  was finally able to access the house and look for .  told me he believed  
was not home and went for a bike ride. He then changed that statement to telling me she might be 
inside the house.  walked down the driveway to look for  bicycle, but was still not 
straightforward in telling me whether  was home or not.

I stayed outside with  while Dep.  looked for  inside the house. I heard  
 screaming obscenities at Dep  the entire time they were inside the house. 

2019-00185861
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

 had given the court papers to  who was asking me specific questions about the papers. 
 handed me the court papers and I read through them briefly and responded to his questions. 
 continued to ask me the same questions that I had just answered however.

When Dep.  and  came back outside the house, I was still trying to speak with  
about where  might have gone.  continued to scream, curse and held her phone up close to 
Dep.  and me, saying she was videoing the incident. I told  to stay back and not interfere 
or she would be arrested and taken to jail.  ignored my warnings and continued her behaviors. 

Despite  continued interference, Dep.  and I discussed not arresting  at that time 
as we felt our priorities were to find  and take her to her father's house as the court papers 
instructed. We decided to leave at that point to avoid further conflict with  hoping 
the situation would deescalate.

As Dep  and I were walking back to our cars,  told me she was calling 911 for  police 
assistance. I told  we were the police, and instructed her not to call 911 as the situation was not 
an emergency. I heard  speaking to someone and I radioed 911 dispatch and asked if  
had called in on the 911 line. I was told that was affirmative,  had used the 911 call line.

I warned  again against using the 911 line for non-emergency calls, and told her she would be 
arrested if she continued her behavior.  continued to shout over me, curse and  also curse at the 
911 operator.  continually cursed at me using every variance imaginable of the word, "fuck." I 
told  if she was videoing our contact, that if she intended to use her video to gain sympathy from 
someone, I didn't think her language was favorable to her cause.

After Dep.  and I determined  was most likely not on the property, we left with the hope of 
locating her riding her bike in the nearby neighborhood, as  had claimed.

After leaving the property, I was advised  was stilling calling dispatch on the 911 line.  
also requested to speak with a watch commander. That request was taken by  I called 

 afterwards and advised him of the circumstances leading up to  complaint.  
told me he also told  to not use the 911 line for non-emergency matters.

At one point after leaving the property, I was advised  had called back in on the non-emergency 
line regarding this same issue, but soon afterward, I was told  had again called back on the 911 
line with the same non emergency complaint.

After searching the area for  for awile, Dep.  and I met briefly and discussed our response 
to  ignoring our orders to not call 911 for non-emergency issues. As our, dispatch and  

 warnings were being ignored by , we decided to return to the residence and arrest 
 for Misuse of Emergency Communications System.

2019-00185861
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

We returned to the residence and again opened the chained metal gates.  was over at the 
property adjacent to hers to the west, talking to a neighbor. When we arrived, she walked back over to 
her house. Dep  was again ahead of me, and as I parked my car and got out, Dep.  was 
attempting to take  into custody just outside her front door. 

 approached me and was complaining to me again to see our warrant, and I instructed him to 
stand back and not interfere with us arresting . I saw Dep.  kneeling on top of  
who was laying on her back on the ground next to a wooden fence. She was  struggling and refusing to 
turn over on her stomach and place her hands behind her back as Dep.  was telling her to do. 

was standing about 2-3 feet back and leaning over to get his phone closer to the action.  
was making me uncomfortable with his close proximity to our struggle with  I did not 

know if  was going to jump in to aid  or stay where he was and just video the incident 
with his phone. 

Also, there was a large St. Bernard dog that was barking at Dep  back, and looked to be 
attempting to nip the back of Dep.  triceps as he struggled with I told  to take 
hold of the dog and stay back. was holding up his phone as if he was videoing the incident, 
and told me he had a right to stand where he was.  made no attempt to gain control of the dog 
or move backwards.

I told  again, this time forcefully, to stand back or I would also arrest him for interfering. I 
pointed to where I wanted  to stand several feet away, and ordered him to stand there.  
only took a few steps slowly backwards and refused to move further. All this occurred as Dep  
attempted to gain control of hands and place her in handcuffs.

I saw  leg were kicking and flailing about so I turned by attention to assisting Dep.   I 
bent over and gained control of both of  legs. I also told her to turn over and place her hands 
behind her back, but she only screamed obscenities at  and me. 

I then grabbed both her ankles and crossed her legs over to make her hips rotate, thus placing her face 
down on the ground. Dep  was then able to place in handcuffs despite her continued 
struggles against him as I held her legs down by placing my knees on the back of her legs.

 was holding on tightly to a Bic type butane lighter that she refused to let go of.. I grabbed the 
lighter and forcefully pried if from her grasp. During the struggle,  shoes had come off and we 
offered to let her slip her shoes back on before putting her in Dep  patrol pickup.  only 
continued to curse at us, and so we escorted her to the patrol vehicle wearing only her socks on her 
feet.

As we were leaving the property, we saw  riding her bike with a friend on . Dep 
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

 exited his vehicle and approached her.  screamed, dropped her bike and ran a few feet up 
the shoulder of the roadway. She was crying and telling us she didn't want to go to her father's house, 
and demanded we release her mother. 

Dep  calmly spoke to  for several minutes, trying to calm her down. He was finally able to 
talk  into voluntarily getting into my patrol car to be taken to her father's house. We reasoned with 

 for awhile longer, but she was obviously still upset.

Dep.  arrived and took  bike back to her mother's property. I drove  to 
house at . Isaac told me briefly of his long domestic violence history with  
showing me a few scars to prove his story. 

I advised that  did not want to come live with him, and the situation was going to take time 
and patience before normalcy.

End of report.
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

002 Supplemental Report

6/11/2019 7:22 PM

Recorded 911 calls

2019-00185861

X
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

Date: 06/19/2019

Attachments:

1. 911 Tape Request and call notes (11 Pages) 

Narrative:

On 06/19/2019, I received in my mailbox at the Sheriff's Office in Bend, a CD of the 4 phone calls to 
911 made by . Included with the CD was the 911 Tape request as well as the call 
notes. 

I placed the CD into evidence at the Sheriff's Office in Bend and attached the paper documents to this 
supplemental report. 

End of Supplemental Report 
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

003 Supplemental Report

6/11/2019 7:22 PM

Detailed Report

2019-00185861

XX
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

Date 06/21/2019

Attachments:

None

Narrative:

On June 11, 2019, I was on duty, in uniform, wearing a badge, and driving a marked Sheriff’s patrol 
vehicle. At 1922 hours, I was dispatched to  in Bend to pick up a juvenile 
female child from her mother and give her to the custody of her father. This was a court-ordered child 
pick up. The juvenile I was authorized to pick up was  .  more commonly 
goes by the name . The court order was to remove  from the custody of her mother,  

, and into the custody of her father, .  was dispatched as well.

Upon arrival to the property, there was a red, metal gate that was secured closed with a chain but no 
lock. I parked my vehicle in front of the residence and opened the gate and began walking up towards 
the main house. The main house was set back on the property approximately 250 feet. As I walked 
towards the house, I noticed there were multiple vehicles in various states of disrepair as well as a 
camp trailer in front of the house. It did not appear that anyone was living in the camp trailer. 

Almost immediately as I walked onto the property, I was confronted by  who was yelling at me 
that if I did not have a search warrant that I needed to get off her property. I informed  that I 
had a court order and I was there to pick up . At that point,  continued to yell even more 
and scream at me, repeating that if I didn’t have a search warrant, that I had to “get the fuck off of her 
property!”.  continued yelling “get the fuck off my property” over and over again. 

As I made my way towards the house,  placed herself in front of me several times with her 
arms stretched out in a blocking fashion. I interpreted this to be an action to prevent me from walking 
towards the house. Each time  did this, I told her to step out of my way or she could be 
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

arrested for interfering with a police investigation. I was able each time to step around her and continue 
towards the house. Each time  attempted to block my path of travel, I reiterated that she could 
be arrested for interfering and stepped around her.  

I made my way into the house and began my search for . The house was a two-story A-frame type 
cabin. The house was very cluttered inside with furniture and clothes strewn about the furniture and 
floor. This made moving around the house difficult for me, however, I was able to make my way 
through. was not on the first floor. I walked up the stairs to the second floor where I also did not 
locate  There was a small loft from the second floor.  was not in the loft. 

During my search of the home,  followed me everywhere and continued her screaming and 
yelling, telling me to “get the fuck out of her house” and that “I had no business to be there.”  I again 
informed her that I had a court order of which I had attempted to hand her prior to entering the house.

 
Once I determined that  was not in the house, I exited the residence. As I was leaving,  
made statements like, “Yeah, go away”.  “You’re not supposed to be here”.  “You need a search 
warrant.”   also said she was going to call 9-1-1 because, in her words, I was being 
unreasonable and I was on her property illegally.  I warned  several times not to call 9-1-1 
because there was no emergency and that she could be arrested for Misuse of an Emergency 
Communications Service. My warning did not stop and she called 9-1-1 twice while  

 and I were on scene.

I decided not to arrest  for interfering and misuse of 911 at that time because my main goal 
was to locate . Since  was not on the property, I decided to conduct an area check around the 
neighborhood to see if she was nearby. While  and I were conducting an area check, 
dispatch notified me that  had called 9-1-1 two more times and one time on the non-emergency 
phone line.  was again warned by a Watch Commander not to dial 9-1-1 unless there was an 
actual emergency. 

Neither  nor I located  in the area. Because  had ignored my warnings, I 
made the decision to arrest  for Misuse of 9-1-1 and interfering. I drove back to the property. 
The gate was closed again but not locked. I opened it and walked up to the house.  did not 
meet me in the driveway. She was behind the wood pallet fence in front of the house. 

I opened the fence gate and told  that she was under arrest and I took control of  left 
arm.  spun to her right quickly which made me lose control of her arm. Because her back was 
turned to me, I was able to gain control of her right arm. Once I gained control of her right arm, I placed 
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

it behind her back. 

At that point,  dropped to the ground on her knees and attempted to roll over to her left in an 
attempt to prevent me from handcuffing her. She placed her left arm underneath her body and 
attempted to kick herself away from me by thrusting her legs outward towards me. In order to gain 
control of , I knelt down and placed my right knee on the left side of her face, pinning it to the 
ground with my body weight. 

 took control of  legs and I was able to pull her left arm out from underneath her 
stomach and handcuff it behind her back. Once  was handcuffed, I assisted her onto her feet 
and walked her back to my patrol vehicle. I searched  incident to arrest. I checked the 
handcuffs for proper fit and double-locked them and then placed  in the back of my patrol 
vehicle. Neither  nor I sustained any injuries.

As I was leaving the neighborhood, I saw two young female juveniles riding bicycles up  
road towards me. One of the females appeared to resemble the description of  I had gotten from 
her father. Before I could inform dispatch that I’d possibly located ,  screamed from the 
back of my patrol vehicle towards the female to run away screaming “  run!”. This confirmed that 
the female that I’d believed to be  was, in fact,  .

  
 jumped off her bike quickly and attempted to run away from my patrol vehicle. I stopped my patrol 

vehicle and stepped out. I told  to stop and she complied.  was standing on the north side of 
the road crying and screaming and seemed visibly upset. told me several times that she was not 
going to come with me and that she just wanted to go home and stay with her mom. After several 
minutes of speaking with , I was able to calm her down.  willingly got into  
patrol vehicle.

   
I contacted  by phone and informed him that we had located  and that my district 
partner would be dropping her off at his address, located at  in Bend.

I transported  to the Deschutes County Adult Jail in Bend. Upon arrival, it appeared that 
 was slumped over in the back of my patrol vehicle as if she were unconscious. Once inside 

the secured Sally port of the jail, I informed jail personnel that I had what appeared to be an 
unconscious female. Several corrections deputies came into the port area as well as the jail nurse and 
helped me remove  from my patrol vehicle. 

We laid  on the floor.  was breathing and her pulse was strong according to the nurse. 
The nurse handed me a capsule of smelling salts which I activated by bending the capsule in half and 
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Case Number: 2019-00185861. ORI: OR0090000.

placing it underneath  nose.  immediately came to.  continued her tirade 
and rants that I was on her property illegally, that I didn’t have a search warrant, and that I had punched 
her.  refused to stand up on her own. Because  was not complying, she was placed 
into a wheelchair to bring her into the booking area. During the entire time,  was verbally 
uncooperative with the corrections staff

I booked  in to the jail for three counts of Misuse of 9-1-1, one count of interfering with a police 
investigation, and one count of resisting arrest. I placed a copy of the child protective order into 

 property so she would have it when she was released.  

End of Supplemental Detailed Report.
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